HCL Enterprise Overview
HCL ENTERPRISE SNAPSHOT

**HCL TECHNOLOGIES**
An innovative technology solution enterprise that covers the entire gamut of technology solutions and services including infrastructure, applications, engineering and business process

**HCL INFOSYSTEMS**
India's premier IT Services & Technology Distribution company, it has one of the largest sales, service and distribution networks in the country

**HCL HEALTHCARE**
One of India’s largest corporate health solutions firms, providing end-to-end healthcare solutions with a vision to make corporate India a healthier place. It delivers personalized, sustainable and managed care health solutions to organizations across sectors.

**HCL FOUNDATION**
The gold standard Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) arm of HCL that seeks to engage with various stakeholders to help achieve inclusive social-economic development.

*as of June 30, 2023

Total Revenues* $12.8 Billion
Employees 223,438 +
TOUCHING LIVES GLOBALLY

223,438+ Minds | 60 Countries
HISTORY AND LEGACY

1976
Hindustan Computers Limited (HCL) is born

1978
Launched India's first 8C microcomputer

1983
Indigenously develops an RDBMS, a Networking OS and a Client Server architecture at the same time as global IT peers

1991
HCL-HP joint venture develops multi-processor Unix for HP

1993
Pioneers Remote Infrastructure Management for the National Stock Exchange

1994
Partners with Nokia for mobile distribution in India

2001
Launches the first global delivery center of British Telecom

2005
Partners with Boeing for the Dreamliner program

2011
2011 – 12
Implements technology solutions for the Indian Airforce, Indian Railways and Aadhaar card

2015
Became the 3rd largest engineering services provider in the world

1976
HCL Infosystems established

1999
HCL Technologies established

2011
HCL Foundation established

2014
HCL Healthcare established
GOLD STANDARDS
For HCL, milestones are just stepping stones. From pioneering modern computing in India to reshaping the ideas of healthcare delivery, HCL continuously challenges the status quo to redefine the benchmarks of excellence.

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
Fostering partnerships are in the HCL DNA. The enterprise has built lasting relationships right from inception across all of its businesses.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
India’s original IT garage start-up, HCL champions and promotes the spirit of entrepreneurship. HCL has a vibrant environment that encourages employees to be self-driven, aligning them to the organization’s vision and goals.
GLOBAL PARTNERSHIPS

Where collaboration delivers value beyond expectation

HCL TECHNOLOGIES

HCL INFOSYSTEMS

HCL HEALTHCARE
RATED AMONGST THE BEST

**Interbrand**
Top 20 Indian brands for the third consecutive year (2015-2017)

**Brand Finance**
Values brand HCL Tech at $4.5 Billion with a rating of AA+ - Fastest growing IT services brand in the world

**Forbes**
Forbes Asia Fabulous 50 for seven consecutive years

CNBC-TV18’s India Business Leader Award for Outstanding Company of the Year, 2014

PHD Chamber Good Corporate Citizen Award, 2013

Shiv Nadar, Founder - HCL, receiving the Padma Bhushan award, the third highest civilian recognition bestowed by the President of India (2008)
Over the past decade, HCL Technologies has been one of the fastest growing technology companies in the world - one of only eight 21st century listed technology companies in the world to cross $12.6 bn in revenue.

As a $12.6 billion global company, HCL Technologies brings IT and engineering services expertise under one roof to solve complex business problems for its clients. Leveraging extensive global off-shore infrastructure and a network of offices in 60 countries, HCL provides holistic, multi-service delivery in industries such as financial services, manufacturing, consumer services, public services and healthcare.
HCL INFOSYSTEMS

HCL’s journey began with HCL Infosystems, the company that pioneered Indian IT back in 1976. For 46 years, HCL Infosystems has been at the forefront of introducing new technologies and solutions. It offers a comprehensive portfolio of capabilities spanning IT & System Integration services, digitally-enabled learning and career development solutions to value-added distribution of technology, mobility and consumer products.

- 80,000+ Retail outlets across 7,500+ town
- 15,000+ Datacenter assets under management
- 1,800+ Channel partners
- 300+ Consumer support walk-in centers
- 100,000+ Vocation students trained
- 20,000+ Digi-school classrooms

Largest distribution and post-sales support network in India addressing all formats

One of the largest Multi-vendor Support companies in India with more than 3 million end-user assets under management
HCL HEALTHCARE

HCL Healthcare, a delivery arm of HCL Groups, is a nationwide network of multi-specialty clinics with a key focus on corporate health - adopting global best practices for medical quality and training, using evidence-based treatments and integrating advanced technology. HCL Healthcare’s primary offerings include Preventive Health Solutions, Managed Care Plans, Dentistry solutions, and Wellness & Wellbeing programs which aim to provide the whole continuum of care for chronic and acute diseases. Being a trusted long-term care partner, HCL Healthcare is rapidly and constantly evolving to build digitally enabled health solutions for corporate India.

- The largest chain of networked multi-specialty clinics in Delhi/NCR
- First clinical establishment for patient centered medical care in India
- Exclusive tie-up with Johns Hopkins Medicine International

HCL aims to provide innovative medical services, products and training to meet the growing demand for quality healthcare in India.
HCL FOUNDATION

Through HCL Foundation, the company aims to build inclusive socio-economic growth and development, which is essential for the unified progress of the nation.

FLAGSHIP PROGRAMS

- **EDUCATION**: Recognizing and strengthening the ‘Fifth Estate’ – NGOs transforming rural India
  - 3 NGOs, 3 Categories
  - ₹16.5 Cr annual commitment

- **HEALTH**: Dedicated employee engagement in transforming urban neighborhoods
  - 50,000 HCL employees
  - ₹15-20 Cr annual commitment

- **ENVIRONMENT**: An Integrated Urban Community Development program for underprivileged communities
  - Covering 7 states in India
  - ₹50 Cr annual commitment

- **LIVELIHOODS**: A rural development initiative to create a source code for building model villages
  - Covering 720 villages in UP
  - ₹100 Cr annual commitment

- **DISASTER RESPONSE & REHABILITATION**: 3 NGOs, 3 Categories
  - ₹15-20 Cr annual commitment
BEYOND BUSINESS

CONCERTS

HCL CONCERTS
Concerts held across Delhi-NCR, Chennai and Lucknow, with the aim to rekindle interest in Indian classical music, showcasing vocal, instrumental, dance and classical fusion performances.

SWAMI HARIDAS TANSEN
Strategic and marketing partner for the annual festival, dedicated to Hindustani classical performing arts.

HCL MUSIC
An ad & subscription free audio app dedicated to Indian classical music.

SPORTS

TENNIS
2015 – HCL Inter-School Tennis Challenge in Delhi and Chennai
2016 - HCL Junior Tour and Masters, a national level competition across five cities
2017 & 2018 – HCL Asian Junior Tennis Championship

BRIDGE
2003 onwards - Organizes the annual HCL International Bridge Championship
2017 - Title Sponsor for the 42nd World Bridge Championships
2018 - Title Sponsor of the North American Bridge Championship, Atlanta

SQUASH
2019 - HCL and SRFI Partner to Transform India’s Squash Ecosystem - HCL Squash Podium Program
2019 onwards – Hosted Multicity HCL SRFI Indian Tour - PSA Challenger Squash Tournament across Delhi, Chennai & Mumbai

OGQ
2017 to 2022 – Signed (MoU) with the Olympic Gold Quest (OGQ)
Archery, Athletics, Badminton, Boxing, Shooting, Wrestling
We touch lives.